Is there a social desirability scale in the MMPI-2-RF?
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to search for a validity scale for detecting social desirability bias in the MMPI-2-RF. To that end, data from scales considered as underreporting on the MMPI-2-RF, such as the Edwards and Wiggins Social Desirability (Esd and Wsd respectively) scales, the Other Deception (ODecp) scale of Nichols & Greene, the Superlative (S) scale of Butcher and Han, and Uncommon Virtues (L-r) and Adjustment Validity (K-r) scales, was analyzed comparatively. The sample was taken from the Spanish adaptation of the MMPI-2 database, with the corresponding item selection made from the restructured MMPI-2-RF. Two groups of participants were established: The honest group and the dissimulator group, participants of the latter being instructed to give socially desirable responses. A Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) methodology was used to suggest a scale that offers more diagnostic accuracy.
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¿Existe una escala de deseabilidad social en el MMPI-2-RF?

RESUMEN

El objetivo del presente estudio es buscar una escala de validez que detecte la deseabilidad social en el MMPI-2-RF. Para ello se analizaron comparativamente los datos ofrecidos por las escalas de Deseabilidad Social de Edwards (Esd), de Wiggins (Wsd), la escala de Engaño de Nichols & Greene (ODecp), la Superlativa de Butcher y Han (S) y las de Virtudes Inusuales (L-r) y Validez del Ajuste (K-r), propuestas como minimización de síntomas en el MMPI-2-RF. La muestra fue obtenida de la base de datos del MMPI-2 para la adaptación de la MMPI-2-RF. Se establecieron dos grupos de participantes: sinceros y disimuladores, siendo éstos últimos instruidos para contestar al cuestionario de forma socialmente deseable. Se utilizó la metodología Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) para proponer la escala que presentara mejor precisión diagnóstica.
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Simulate is a deliberate behavior, the purpose of which is deceiving or lying about a given event in order to obtain economic or psychological gain or avoid duty or responsibility. The DSM-IV-TR defines it as an “intentional fabrication of false or grossly exaggerated physical or psychological symptoms, motivated by external incentives” (American Psychiatric Association, 2000).

With certain motivation, some people’s interest to look good to others arises in specific circumstances or settings. So they exhibit basically two types of behavior with the sole purpose of obtaining from others a positive self-image (gain or benefit): They either credit themselves with socially desirable behavior or deny undesirable behavior. In this sense, simulation relates to dissimulation, the often unintentional and not always conscious behavior of conveying to others a different positive image from the actual one.

Individuals’ interest in presenting themselves as socially desirable is not new. Since the beginnings of this concept in the 30’s with Bernreuter’s work (1993) and over the last 50 years, social desirability has become an alarming, recurring topic of interest to Psychology professionals and behavioral assessors (Andrews & Meyer, 2003). Trying to project a socially desirable self-image to others is an intrinsic characteristic of individual personality itself (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1976). Nevertheless, when it comes to exceeded normality limits we, as assessors, must look closely in order to detect this type of bias.

Existing research on social desirability shows particular incidence depending on its different denominations and definitions. For Bagby and Marshall (2004), self-deception is characterized as a general willingness to think about oneself in slightly more favorable terms. “Impression management” is a “deliberate attempt to distort...
responses in order to make a favorable impression on others*, as defined by Barrick & Mount (1996, p. 262). Crowne & Marlowe (1960) put it simply as presenting oneself in a favorable way. The reasons and variables are many, both personal and situational, and may be causing socially desirable responding.

Given the importance of ensuring data reliability, some researchers have worked both with social desirability bias detection scales (Edwards, 1962; Elvekrog & Vestre, 1963; Fordyce, 1956; Hanley, 1956; Heilbrun, 1964) and simulator groups in a variety of settings and with different scales (Arce, Faría, Carballal, & Novo, 2006; Graham, Watts, & Timbrook, 1991; Jiménez & Sánchez, 2003; Rogers, 2008; Rogers & Bender, 2003). Other authors have revisited the analysis of dissimulation detection Specificity and Sensitivity using the ROC method (Receiver Operating Characteristic) in order to detect various biases in provided data (Nicholson, Mouton, Bagby, & Buis, 1997; Pelegrina, Ruiz-Soler, & Wallace, 2000; Sellbom and Bagby, 2010; Wygant et al., 2011).

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2, Butcher, Graham, Tellegen, Dalhstron, & Kaember, 2001) has been long used not only in forensics (Archer, Buffington-Vollum, Vauter-Strendy, & Handel, 2006; Borum & Grisso, 1995; Lees-Haley, 1992), but also in mental health and clinical practice (González, Santamaría, & Capilla, 2012).

Oddly enough, due to the important booming of research on this topic, the inventory has passed from being a technique which purportedly could be faked easily due to its self-reporting structure, to becoming the preferred technique due to its accuracy in detecting simulation and bias.

Specifically, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), and its newest version (MMPI-2), has increased interest for becoming the preferred technique due to its accuracy in detecting psychosis (Nichols & Greene, 1991). Butcher and Han’s (1995) Superlative Scale (S) and dissimulation (to project a good self-image, or underreporting) detecting scales as proposed by the MMPI-2-RF, such as Uncommon Virtues (L-r), and Adjustment Validity (K-r), are also included in this analysis. This is expected, on the one hand, to show the tester if there exists a scale detecting social desirability bias (even if it is not designed expressly to do so by name) and, on the other hand, to evaluate the scale showing more diagnostic accuracy through various statistical analyses, including a ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve analysis with the Area Under the Curve, Specificity, and Positive and Negative Predictive Power (Preti et al., 2007). In order to achieve this, the existing database of subjects who have completed the MMPI-2 scales was used. Responses from two groups of participants who completed the MMPI-2 under different instructions have been examined: the “honest” group responded honestly under standard instructions of the MMPI-2 manual and the “dissimulator” group faked trying to create the most socially desirable self-image.

Method

The methodological approach followed the typical lines of a quasi-experimental investigation (post hoc), since the groups of participants were previously assigned and, at the same time, also more appropriate guidelines and strategies proposed by Santamaría (2012) for simulation research were followed. Data in this research was taken in part from other more complete databases (Jiménez, Sánchez, & Ampudia, 2008; Sánchez, Jiménez, Merino, Ampudia, & Tobón, 2008) in which the MMPI-2 was administered to Spanish population. Special emphasis was made on diagnostic accuracy through a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC).

Participants

A total of 587 subjects (280 male and 307 female) considered to be “normal”, with no evidence of any psychological disorder, participated in this study and were divided into two groups called “honest” and “dissimulator”. The “honest” group, which completed the MMPI-2 honestly under the manual guidelines, consisted of 309 individuals (163 male and 146 female), mean age of male participants was 32.29 (SD = 12.37) and of female participants, 32.57 (SD = 11.67).
The “dissimulator” group consisted of 278 subjects (117 male and 161 female), mean age of male participants was 28.08 (SD = 9.47) and of female participants, 26.64 (SD = 8.12). The latter was specifically instructed to complete the MMPI-2 in a “socially desirable” direction: “You have been given a true or false questionnaire. You must project at all times a socially favorable self-image so as to get a good prize.” Participants’ level of education, occupation, religion, ethnicity, or socio-cultural status was not taken into account, as none of these variables was considered to be especially influential in the results. Every participant’s area of residence is in one of the many regional communities of the Spanish territory. Protocols with a determined number of items left unanswered (item ≥ 15) or showing response inconsistency (VRIN-r or TRIN-r > 79T) were excluded (Ben-Porath & Tellegen, 2008; Ben-Porath, 2012). All participants responded voluntarily and in a disinterested manner.

Instruments

Data provided by Ben-Porath and Tellegen (2008) in the MMPI-2-RF are results from the same items (567) obtained through the administration of the MMPI-2 with the relevant reduction down to 338 items (Ben-Porath, 2012).

The material used for this study is the Spanish adaptation of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2, Ávila & Jiménez, 1999; Butcher, Dahlstrom, Graham, Tellegen, & Kaemer, 1989). This study starts from items initially composing the Esd scale of Edwards (37), the Other Deception scale ODecp (33), the Wsd scale of Wiggins (33), and the S scale of Butter and Han (50) in the MMPI-2 (Greene, 2000). Later on, these items were adapted to the MMPI-2-RF, after the restructuration made by Ben-Porath and Tellegen (2008) and Santamaría (2009), adding an “r” to their acronyms, as in Esd-r, ODecp-r, Wsd-r, and S-r respectively.

The first version of the Esd Social Desirability scale of Edwards (1953) was composed of 79 items. As part of its improvement process years later, Edwards (1957) conducted a study with ten judges in order to select those MMPI items that evoked socially desirable responses and they selected the items that distinguished individuals with high scores from individuals with low scores on this scale. The scale was reduced down to 39 items, 12 of them matched the F validity scale (Infrequency) and 9 of them matched the A scale (Anxiety) of Welsh and had to be endorsed “false” in order to be considered “socially desirable” (Ben-Porath, 2012). Then, a new restructuration made by Greene (2000) reduced the number of scale items to 37. Generally, this new readjustment reflects “absence of psychopathological problems, good attention and concentration skills, and acceptable social relationships” (p. 102), thus solving the problem of psychopathological symptom load, one of the most frequent criticism that this type of scales attempting to assess social desirability has received (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960; Edwards & Edwards, 1992; Ferrando & Chico, 2000). With the MMPI-2 restructuration (MMPI-2-RF) the scale was reduced down to a total of 24 items and renamed Esd-r and it shares only one item (4.16%) with the K scale.

Wiggins (1959) developed the Wsd Social Desirability scale with the purpose of discriminating subjects (n = 178) instructed to complete the MMPI under socially “desirable” conditions from the other subject group (n = 140) instructed to respond honestly under standard instructions as described in the MMPI manual. Baer, Wetter, Nichols, Greene, and Berry (1995) found that the Wsd scale added complementarity to the L (Lie) Validity scale and the K (Defensiveness) scale in differentiating students instructed to project a favorable self-image from those who completed the MMPI-2 honesty. In spite of the existing evidence against Wiggins scale, Graham (2000) suggested that it is a good scale, worth including in the “second generation of validity scales” battery in the MMPI-2. With the MMPI-2 restructuration (MMPI-2-RF), this scale was renamed Wsd-r and reduced down to 14 items in total, 12 of them are shared with the ODecp-r scale (80%) and 7 (50%) of them with the L scale. It does not share any item with the Esd-r scale of Edwards.

The positive malingering or the Other Deception scale, ODecp, of Nichols and Greene (1991) was originally called Positive Malingering (Mp) and developed by Cofer, Chance, and Judson (1949) to identify defensiveness in people with psychopathological disorders who wish to project a favorable self-image (Greene, 2011). To conduct their study, they asked one group of students to endorse the MMPI items as if they were emotionally disturbed (negative malingering) and another one to respond so as to make the best possible impression (positive malingering). Then, they developed a scale with 34 items which could help identify defensive people. Baer, Wetter, and Berry (1992) found in their meta-analysis that Mp was highly sensitive for discriminating students instructed to be defensive and to project a good self-image. The optimal cutting scores of student samples range from +9 (Bagby, Rogers, Buis, & Kalemba, 1994) to +13 (Baer et al., 1995) and +14 (Bagby, Rogers, & Buis, 1994) according to their own research. Nichols & Greene (1991) further developed the Mp scale, renamed it Other Deception (ODecep), and reduced it down to 33 items by combining Mp scale items with Wiggins (1959) Social Desirability (Wsd) scale and eliminating those with a low total-item correlation. These items where shared, in different proportions, across L and K scales, the Superlative (S) scale of Butter and Han (1995), and Wiggins Social Desirability (Wsd) Scale, essentially reflecting self-trust and assurance of not having any psychological problems. With the restructuration of the MMPI-2 (MMPI-2-RF) the positive malingering scale was renamed ODecep-r and reduced down to 17 items, 12 of them (70.6%) shared with Wiggins scale (Wsd-r) and 1 of them (5.8%) with L scale.

The Superlative scale of Butter and Han (2005) was developed to assess individuals who present a self-image of exaggerated virtues and minimized or concealed faults. The research started with a pilot study composed of 274 MMPI-2 items administered to 1138 persons, being reduced to a total of 52 items to establish, later on with an homogeneity analysis, 50 items (Greene, 2000). With the MMPI-2 restructuration (MMPI-2-RF), the Superlative (S-r) scale was reduced down to 26 items and now shares 1 item (3.85%) with Edwards scale, 2 items (7.70%) with the Other Deception scale, 3 items (11.54%) with the Adjustment Validity (K-r) scale, and none with the Uncommon Virtues (L-r) scale nor with Wiggins scale.

Data analysis

Based on the main purpose of this study, the following scales were analyzed generally and comparatively: Edwards (Esd-r) scale, the scale of Nichols & Greene (ODecep-r), Wiggins (Wsd-r) scale, and Superlative (S-r) scale. Specifically, a homogeneity and reliability analysis (Cronbach’s a) was carried out for each scale; mean scores differences (Student’s t) were obtained for the scales in each group, the honest and the dissimulator; their associative relation with the optimal cutting scores of student samples range from +9 (Bagby, Rogers, Buis, & Kalemba, 1994) to +13 (Baer et al., 1995) and +14 (Bagby, Rogers, & Buis, 1994) according to their own research. Nichols & Greene (1991) was originally called Positive Malingering (Mp) and developed by Cofer, Chance, and Judson (1949) to identify defensiveness in people with psychopathological disorders who wish to project a favorable self-image (Greene, 2011). To conduct their study, they asked one group of students to endorse the MMPI items as if they were emotionally disturbed (negative malingering) and another one to respond so as to make the best possible impression (positive malingering). Then, they developed a scale with 34 items which could help identify defensive people. Baer, Wetter, and Berry (1992) found in their meta-analysis that Mp was highly sensitive for discriminating students instructed to be defensive and to project a good self-image. The optimal cutting scores of student samples range from +9 (Bagby, Rogers, Buis, & Kalemba, 1994) to +13 (Baer et al., 1995) and +14 (Bagby, Rogers, & Buis, 1994) according to their own research. Nichols & Greene (1991) further developed the Mp scale, renamed it Other Deception (ODecep), and reduced it down to 33 items by combining Mp scale items with Wiggins (1959) Social Desirability (Wsd) scale and eliminating those with a low total-item correlation. These items where shared, in different proportions, across L and K scales, the Superlative (S) scale of Butter and Han (1995), and Wiggins Social Desirability (Wsd) Scale, essentially reflecting self-trust and assurance of not having any psychological problems. With the restructuration of the MMPI-2 (MMPI-2-RF) the positive malingering scale was renamed ODecep-r and reduced down to 17 items, 12 of them (70.6%) shared with Wiggins scale (Wsd-r) and 1 of them (5.8%) with L scale.

The Superlative scale of Butter and Han (2005) was developed to assess individuals who present a self-image of exaggerated virtues and minimized or concealed faults. The research started with a pilot study composed of 274 MMPI-2 items administered to 1138 persons, being reduced to a total of 52 items to establish, later on with an homogeneity analysis, 50 items (Greene, 2000). With the MMPI-2 restructuration (MMPI-2-RF), the Superlative (S-r) scale was reduced down to 26 items and now shares 1 item (3.85%) with Edwards scale, 2 items (7.70%) with the Other Deception scale, 3 items (11.54%) with the Adjustment Validity (K-r) scale, and none with the Uncommon Virtues (L-r) scale nor with Wiggins scale.

Results

By analyzing scores obtained from the different social desirability scales, taking gender into account, it was observed that,
notwithstanding the existence of significant differences between some scales in various levels, the effect size (Cohen’s $d$) proved these statistical differences to be “non-important” (see Table 1). No significant differences in scores by mean age or gender between groups were found either. This is the reason why this study was omitted from statistical analyses for gender and age variables.

Scores obtained by the “honest” and “dissimulator” groups on the different scales were analyzed, as well as mean scores and their statistically significant difference (Student’s $t$) in relation to effect size (Cohen’s $d$). In every scale, scores are significant, reinforced by Cohen’s $d$ analysis, as can be seen in Table 2.

In relation to internal consistency (Cronbach’s $\alpha$) of items comprising each scale, it was observed that the dissimulator group showed a higher score (ODezp-r = .748, Wsd-r = .615, Esd-r = .768, and S-r = .825) than the honest group (ODezp-r = .537, Wsd-r = .361, Esd-r = .730, and S-r = .721), with S-r and Esd-r scales showing a slightly higher score for the dissimulator group and the honest group respectively.

Correlations were found between the validity scales studied, as well as their association with scales with the same positive direction and the purpose of minimizing faults (underreporting, faking good, or good image) already included in the MMPI-2-RF: the L-r and K-r scales, and the Superlative (S-r) scale of Butcher & Han (1995). As can be seen in Table 3, the Wsd-r and the ODezp-r scales show high values (dissimulator = .904, honest = .858; the high percentage of item overlapping should be considered). Let us take a look at the ODezp-r ($r = .729$) and Esd-r ($r = .704$) values for the dissimulator group as compared with the Uncommon Virtues (L-r) scale, essentially derived from the number of overlapping items.

By looking at the comparative scale analysis (Table 4), three fundamental characteristics can be observed: 1) Edwards’s (Esd-r) scale appears to be the one with the lowest diagnostic accuracy results globally; 2) the other two scales, Other Deception (ODezp-r) and Wiggins (Wsd-r) drew very similar global results, basically because of the high item overlapping (12 out of 17 items of the ODezp-r are common to the Wsd-r, 70.6%) between them; and 3) both the ODezp-r and Wsd scales or the L-r scale do not show diagnostic accuracy. These differences are statistically significant and to be considered.

Among typical characteristics of diagnostic accuracy, it is important that both Positive Predictive Power (PP+) and Negative Predictive Power (PP-) at different incidence levels be noted. Since prevalence of dissimulation rates is unknown, this study analyzed three levels: 15, 20, and 30%. Results show two interesting notions: 1) the higher the prevalence rate, the higher the Positive Predictive Power (PP+); and the lower the Negative one (PP-); and 2) the ODezp-r scale shows the best predictive power, followed by the L-r and Wsd-r scales.

In Table 6, the results obtained from statistical differences on the areas under the curve (AUC) are presented. It is worth noting that there are no statistically significant differences between the ODezp-r, Wsd-r, and L-r scales. Edwards’s (Esd-r) scale shows significant differences in diagnostic accuracy (AUC) compared to the other scales.

**Discussion and conclusion**

Researchers’ concern and interest in detecting social desirability bias on diverse assessment techniques is previous even to the MMPI

---

**Table 1**

Statistical gender differences (Student’s $t$) between scales and their relation to effect size (Cohen’s $d$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Sign. $t$</th>
<th>Cohen’s $d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>ODezp-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>2.765</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>2.569</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wsd-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>2.135</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>2.071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esd-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>16.79</td>
<td>3.901</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>15.55</td>
<td>3.595</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>4.407</td>
<td>.244</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>10.97</td>
<td>4.035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>1.669</td>
<td>.801</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>1.601</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>2.747</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>2.303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>ODezp-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>14.18</td>
<td>2.483</td>
<td>.217</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>13.76</td>
<td>3.016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wsd-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>2.165</td>
<td>.653</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>10.69</td>
<td>2.295</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esd-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>20.54</td>
<td>3.013</td>
<td>.654</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>20.37</td>
<td>3.255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>17.62</td>
<td>4.785</td>
<td>.996</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>18.13</td>
<td>4.638</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>2.012</td>
<td>.800</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>2.084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K-r</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>2.188</td>
<td>.445</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>2.457</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ODezp-r: restructured Other Deception scale of Nichols & Greene (1991); Wsd-r: restructured Social Desirability scale of Wiggins (1959); Esd-r: restructured Social Desirability scale of Edwards (1957); L-r: restructured Uncommon Virtues; K-r: restructured Adjustment Validity; S-r: restructured Superlative scale of Butcher & Han (1995).
development (Bernreuter, 1933) and reached its peak between 1955 and 1967 (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960; Edwards, 1953, 1957), reviving since the early 90’s (Ferrando & Chico, 2000; Jiménez, Sánchez, & Ampudia, 2008; Jiménez, Sánchez, & Tobón, 2009). Some authors dedicated to establish reliability (Kline, 1986; Nunnally, 1987) consider that an empirical test indicating that test is not affected by the social desirability bias variable should always be included in the validation process for any personality test (Ferrando & Chico, 2000). As the MMPI-2 and its restructured version (MMPI-2-RF) are personality assessment techniques which could be easily manipulated due to their self-report structure, it was just a matter of time before the personal component of social desirability bias was studied and proposed as another variable in protocol validity. This study has allowed us to analyze, compare, and propose the scale showing more global diagnostic accuracy in the MMPI-2-RF test, recently adapted to Spanish (Santamaría, 2009).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Mean Differences (Student’s t)</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODecp-r</td>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>2.722</td>
<td>-5.98*</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>13.94</td>
<td>2.807</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wsd-r</td>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>2.122</td>
<td>-4.39*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>10.74</td>
<td>2.238</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esd-r</td>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>3.804</td>
<td>-4.24*</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>20.44</td>
<td>3.151</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-r</td>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>4.229</td>
<td>-7.00*</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>17.92</td>
<td>4.699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-r</td>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>1.634</td>
<td>-3.75*</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>2.054</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-r</td>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>2.552</td>
<td>-3.62*</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>2.347</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *Mean differences are significant at .05. ODecp-r: restructured Other Deception scale of Nichols & Greene (1991); Wsd-r: restructured Social Desirability scale of Wiggins (1959); Esd-r: restructured Social Desirability scale of Edwards (1957); L-r: restructured Uncommon Virtues; K-r: restructured Adjustment Validity; S-r: restructured Superlative scale of Butcher and Han (1995).

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>L-r</th>
<th>K-r</th>
<th>S-r</th>
<th>ODecp-r</th>
<th>Wsd-r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODecp-r</td>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>.729*</td>
<td>.594*</td>
<td>.644*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>.561*</td>
<td>.430*</td>
<td>.294*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wsd-r</td>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>.704*</td>
<td>.465*</td>
<td>.545*</td>
<td>.904**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>.551*</td>
<td>.209*</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>.858**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esd-r</td>
<td>Dissimulator</td>
<td>.527*</td>
<td>.645*</td>
<td>.697*</td>
<td>.661**</td>
<td>.490**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>.262*</td>
<td>.559*</td>
<td>.513*</td>
<td>.455**</td>
<td>.261**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. **Correlation is significant at .01 (bilateral). ODecp-r: restructured Other Deception scale of Nichols & Greene (1991); Wsd-r: restructured Social Desirability scale of Wiggins (1959); Esd-r: restructured Social Desirability scale of Edwards (1957); L-r: restructured Uncommon Virtues; K-r: restructured Adjustment Validity; S-r: restructured Superlative scale of Butcher and Han (1995).
it really necessary a social desirability bias scale for the MMPI-2-RF or does it already exist? This was the question asked by the authors of this study, who nevertheless decided to conduct a research for three essential reasons: a) social desirability is an inherent personality characteristic of all individuals and personality assessment techniques should include its detection; b) could there exist a MMPI-2-RF variable for detecting social desirability inherent characteristics?; and c) the fact that in the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (MMPI) reference is already made to research on social desirability bias conducted by previous authors (Edwards, 1957; Nichols & Greene, 1991; Wiggins, 1959).

With the ROC analysis, similarities and differences on diagnostic accuracy were settled (Area under the Curve, Sensitivity, Specificity, Positive and Negative Predictive Power). Also with the aforesaid analysis, the high diagnostic accuracy of the Wsd-r (Wiggins 1959) and the ODecp-r (Nichols & Greene, 1991) scales, though very similar due mainly to their high item overlapping (70.6% of the ODecp-r items are the same in the Wsd-r scale), was demonstrated (AUC, Table 4). Furthermore, the Uncommon Virtues (L-r) scale, already included in the MMPI-2-RF, was found to offer very similar values on diagnostic accuracy –with no statistically significant differences in the Area Under the Curve (AUC)– to those of the Wiggins Social Desirability (Wsd-r) and Deception (ODecp-r) scales. In addition, data provided by this study has demonstrated that Edwards’s (Esd-r) scale show the lowest accuracy in most results.

Diagnostic accuracy is not only determined by AUC value (“Area under the curve”: the probability of classifying correctly a couple of dissimulator/honest individuals chosen randomly, based on the results from administering a diagnostic test) but also by Sensitivity, Specificity, and both Positive (PP+) and Negative (PP-) Predictive Power. We already know that Sensitivity and Specificity ROC curve values vary depending on selected cut-off points. The ones in this study (Table 4) are the ones which, considering both values, show a better balance in relation to the aforementioned cut-off point. Sensitivity is considered as the probability of classifying correctly an individual whose actual condition is defined as “positive” (dissimulator). And Specificity is the probability of classifying correctly an individual whose actual condition is defined as “negative” (honest). Moreover, Nichols and Greene’s (ODecp-r) scale shows a probability of 92.2% (AUC) of classifying correctly a couple of dissimulator/honest individuals when chosen randomly. Sensitivity indicates that we can classify correctly a dissimulator individual as such in 82.4% of assessed subjects, but the risk of being mistaken and a false negative is 17.6%. Similarly, with this scale, the probability of diagnosing a person as honest is 90.6%, but the risk we run of considering it as a false positive is 9.4%. The Uncommon Virtues scale (L-r) has obtained similar results, with an AUC = 0.918, Sensitivity of 79.1%, and Specificity of 92.3% at cut-off point > 7. The Wiggins (Wsd-r) scale, with similar results, is the third scale that, along with the other two scales mentioned, shows no statistically significant differences in diagnostic accuracy (Table 6), but there is the item overlapping problem, as we mentioned before.

Both Sensitivity and Specificity provide information about the probability of obtaining a specific result (positive or negative) depending on the actual dissimulator or non-dissimulator condition. However, if the test result is positive, or negative, we should ask ourselves what is the probability that this person is dissimulating. The Predictive Power or Value test can answer that. Positive Predictive Power (PP+) is considered as the probability of being dissimulating when a positive scale result is obtained. Correspondingly, Negative Predictive Power is the probability of being honest when a negative scale result is obtained. We are aware that these predictive values depend basically on dissimulation prevalence and incidence. Taking analyses by other researchers (Sellbom & Bagby, 2010; Wygant et al., 2011) into account and due to the lack of information about specific percentage of incidence in our country, three rates have been proposed: 15%, 20%, and 30% (Table 5). This piece of information about Predictive Power, added to data provided by the Area under the Curve (AUC), will allow us to determine more clearly the diagnostic accuracy for each analyzed scale.

It is evident that working with high sensitivity and specificity diagnostic scales would be ideal, but this is not always possible. A very specific test would be especially appropriate in legal and disease simulation fields, thus avoiding false positives, even with high sensitivity so as to not being at risk of diagnosing incorrectly an actual dissimulator subject as honest. It should be borne in mind that simulation, unlike one-dimensional concepts (González et al., 2012), cannot be the only target of a given scale regardless of how high its diagnostic accuracy is. So, a multidimensional analysis with multiple diagnostic criteria would be more appropriate (Slick, Sherman, & Iverson, 1999).

When essential diagnostic accuracy results in this study (on the MMPI-2-RF) are compared to those of one carried out by Jiménez et al. (2008)–who deliberately and coherently provide their good image to others– on the MMPI-2 (n = 278), the ODecp-r scale (ODepc, with 33 items back then) of Nichols & Greene (1991) throws light on two interesting aspects: on the one hand, significant increased internal consistency (Cronbach’s α) for items comprising the MMPI-2-RF (from 0.458 up to 0.748) and on the other hand, a high similarity in global diagnostic accuracy in the area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity, specificity, and predictive power (both positive and negative) values, of all of them from 80-90%.

Research by Jiménez et al. (2009) on the MMPI-2 offered a comparative analysis between Wsd (Wiggins, 1959) and Esd (Edwards, 1953) scales, showing diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for each one of them, based on data collected by means of a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis. So by choosing one of them and based on obtained results, authors favored Wiggins’s Wsd scale.

At this point, considering our initial hypothesis, “Is there any Social Desirability scale in the MMPI-2-RF?”, our conclusion must be affirmative, although it is not identified as a “social desirability” bias detecting scale by name. Which is it? The Uncommon Virtues (L-r) scale, included in the validity scale battery of the MMPI-2-RF (Santamaría, 2009), is the one which has proved to have essential criteria for diagnostic accuracy.

Summing up, that is to say that by comparing the results from these six scales in the MMPI-2-RF (ODepc-r, Wsd-r, Esd-r, L-r, S-r, and K-r), three conclusions can be drawn: 1) the MMPI-2-RF includes in its validity scale battery a scale called Uncommon Virtues (L-r), which offers very similar global values on diagnostic accuracy, and no statistically significant differences, to the scale of Nichols & Greene (ODepc-r); 2) the latter scale, ODecp-r of Nichols & Greene (1991) is the one showing the best values on diagnostic accuracy for detecting individuals who present themselves as socially desirable; and 3) we reject the results obtained from Wiggins’s (Wsd-r) scale due to its high item overlapping with the ODecp-r scale.

This study does certainly leave pending a series of possibilities that can be subject of future research: working with actual samples,
e.g., personal selection situations (Salgado, 2005), individuals involved in litigations, people with somatic issues, psychological disorders, etc., so as to provide a truer vision of research on these scales. Similarly, there are important limitations along with the risk of not detecting false positives or negatives when we have established a series of criteria related to diagnostic accuracy. Therefore, social desirability bias assessment should be focused, once more, on multidimensional analysis and not only on a specific scale. Ultimately, its applicability will depend mainly on the future use of the present adaptation.
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